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Audiences And Reception Theory By Julie Martin
`This book is worth reading for a number of reasons. It is the first introductory work of critical audience research that
suggests how we can study the connection of media consumption in general with every day life, and it also goes beyond
its competitors in showing how postmodern thinking can help us in the analysis of a "whole way of life"' - Journal of
Communication Audiences are problematic and the study of audiences has represented a key site of activity in the social
sciences and humanities. Offering a timely review of the past 50 years of theoretical and methodological debate
Audiences argues the case for a paradigmatic shift in audience research. This shift, argue the authors, is necessitated by
the emergence of the `diffused audience'. Audience experience can no longer be simply classified as `simple' or `mass',
for in modern advanced capitalist societies, people are members of an audience all the time. Being a member of an
audience is no longer an exceptional event, nor even an everyday event, rather it is constitutive of everyday life. This
book offers an invaluable review of the literature and a new point of departure for audience research.
An engaging and original study of current research on television audiences and the concept of emotion, this book offers a
unique approach to key issues within television studies. Topics discussed include: television branding; emotional qualities
in television texts; audience reception models; fan cultures; 'quality' television; television aesthetics; reality television;
individualism and its links to television consumption.The book is divided into two sections: the first covers theoretical work
on the audience, fan cultures, global television, theorising emotion and affect in feminist theory and film and television
studies. The second half offers a series of case studies on television programmes such as Wife Swap, The Sopranos and
Six Feet Under in order to explore how emotion is fashioned, constructed and valued in televisual texts. The final chapter
features original material from interviews with industry professionals in the UK and Irish soap industries along with advice
for students on how to conduct their own small-scale ethnographic projects.
First published in 1991. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
"This timely volume engages with one of the most important shifts in recent film studies: the turn away from text-based
analysis towards the viewer. Historically, this marks a return to early interest in the effect of film on the audience by
psychoanalysts and psychologists, which was overtaken by concern with the 'effects' of film, linked to calls for censorship
and moral panics rather than to understanding the mental and behavioral world of the spectator. Early cinema history has
revealed the diversity of film-viewing habits, while traditional 'box office' studies, which treated the audience initially as a
homogeneous market, have been replaced by the study of individual consumers and their motivations. Latterly, there has
been a marked turn towards more sophisticated economic and sociological analysis of attendance data. And as the film
experience fragments across multiple formats, the perceptual and cognitive experience of the individual viewer (who is
also an auditor) has become increasingly accessible. With contributions from Gregory Waller, John Sedgwick and Martin
Barker, this work spans the spectrum of contemporary audience studies, revealing work being done on local, nontheatrical and live digital transmission audiences, and on the relative attraction of large-scale, domestic and mobile
platforms."--Publisher's website.
Susan Bennett's highly successful Theatre Audiences is a unique full-length study of the audience as cultural
phenomenon, which looks at both theories of spectatorship and the practice of different theatres and their audiences.
Published here in a brand new updated edition, Theatre Audiences now includes: • a new preface by the author • a
stunning extra chapter on intercultural theatre • a revised up-to-date bibliography. Theatre Audiences is a must-buy for
teachers and students interested in spectatorship and theatre audiences, and will be valuable reading for practitioners
and others involved in the theatre.
Bachelor Thesis from the year 2019 in the subject Communications - Miscellaneous, grade: A, course: Senior Essay,
language: English, abstract: On December 11, 2018 three Ethiopian television channels (ETV, Fana Tv and Walta Tv)
broadcasted a documentary titled "Yefitih Seqoka" which narrated about human right violations committed on prisoners
by prison administrators. Following its transmission the documentary immediately became a matter of great debate and
discussion both online and offline. The tension, the rush and the Facebook hash tags that went viral were the motivations
behind the selection of this topic for a study. The aim of the study was to assess how the audience interprets the
messages transmitted by the documentary "Yefith seqoka". "How students interpret the message of the documentary
film?"; "How students react after watching the documentary?" and "what is their thought on representation of subjects in
the film?" are the questions that the study aims to answer. Qualitative research method was employed to answer the
above research questions. As the method is most often associated with reception analysis, which is the focus of the
study, two qualitative data collection methods were used. They are focus group discussions with students of Mekelle
University, Adi-haqi campus and interviews with lecturers of journalism and communication. Convenience and purposive
sampling methods were utilized to select the necessary samples for the study. To analyze the collected data thematic
data analysis method was used. The findings indicate that the majority of the participants have agreed on that the
messages and the representations of subjects in the documentary were negative and have no relevance to the
sociocultural context of the country. Considering the findings of the study the researcher recommended that
Representation of subjects in this kind of documentaries should be put in a way that avoids negative generalizations.
Whether we are watching TV, surfing the Internet, listening to our iPods, or reading a novel, we all engage with media as
an audience. Despite the widespread use of this term in our popular culture, the meaning of the "audience" is complex,
and it has undergone significant historical shifts as new forms of mediated communication have developed from print,
telegraphy, and radio to film, television, and the Internet. John L. Sullivan's second edition of Media Audiences: Effects,
Users, Institutions, and Power explores the concept of media audiences from four broad perspectives: as "victims" of
mass media, as market constructions & commodities, as users of media, and as producers & subcultures of mass media.
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The goal is for students to be able to think critically about the role and status of media audiences in contemporary
society, reflecting on their relative power in relation to institutional media producers.
India is the largest producer and consumer of feature films in the world, far outstripping Hollywood in the number of
movies released and tickets sold every year. Cinema quite simply dominates Indian popular culture, and has for many
decades exerted an influence that extends from clothing trends to music tastes to everyday conversations, which are
peppered with dialogue quotes. With House Full, Lakshmi Srinivas takes readers deep into the moviegoing experience in
India, showing us what it’s actually like to line up for a hot ticket and see a movie in a jam-packed theater with more than
a thousand seats. Building her account on countless trips to the cinema and hundreds of hours of conversation with film
audiences, fans, and industry insiders, Srinivas brings the moviegoing experience to life, revealing a kind of audience
that, far from passively consuming the images on the screen, is actively engaged with them. People talk, shout, whistle,
cheer; others sing along, mimic, or dance; at times audiences even bring some of the ritual practices of Hindu worship
into the cinema, propitiating the stars onscreen with incense and camphor. The picture Srinivas paints of Indian filmgoing
is immersive, fascinating, and deeply empathetic, giving us an unprecedented understanding of the audience’s lived
experience—an aspect of Indian film studies that has been largely overlooked.
A reporter for the Los Angeles Times once noted that “I Love Lucy is said to be on the air somewhere in the world 24 hours a
day.” That Lucy’s madcap antics can be watched anywhere at any time is thanks to television syndication, a booming global
marketplace that imports and exports TV shows. Programs from different countries are packaged, bought, and sold all over the
world, under the watch of an industry that is extraordinarily lucrative for major studios and production companies. In Global TV,
Denise D. Bielb and C. Lee Harrington seek to understand the machinery of this marketplace, its origins and history, its inner
workings, and its product management. In so doing, they are led to explore the cultural significance of this global trade, and to ask
how it is so remarkably successful despite the inherent cultural differences between shows and local audiences. How do culturespecific genres like American soap operas and Latin telenovelas so easily cross borders and adapt to new cultural surroundings?
Why is The Nanny, whose gum-chewing star is from Queens, New York, a smash in Italy? Importantly, Bielby and Harrington also
ask which kinds of shows fail. What is lost in translation? Considering such factors as censorship and other such state-specific
policies, what are the inevitable constraints of crossing over? Highly experienced in the field, Bielby and Harrington provide a
unique and richly textured look at global television through a cultural lens, one that has an undeniable and complex effect on what
shows succeed and which do not on an international scale.
The Media Student's Book is a comprehensive introduction for students of media studies. It covers all the key topics and provides
a detailed, lively and accessible guide to concepts and debates. Now in its fifth edition, this bestselling textbook has been
thoroughly revised, re-ordered and updated, with many very recent examples and expanded coverage of the most important
issues currently facing media studies. It is structured in three main parts, addressing key concepts, debates, and research skills,
methods and resources. Individual chapters include: approaching media texts narrative genres and other classifications
representations globalisation ideologies and discourses the business of media new media in a new world? the future of television
regulation now debating advertising, branding and celebrity news and its futures documentary and ‘reality’ debates from
‘audience’ to ‘users’ research: skills and methods. Each chapter includes a range of examples to work with, sometimes as short
case studies. They are also supported by separate, longer case studies which include: Slumdog Millionaire online access for film
and music CSI and detective fictions Let the Right One In and The Orphanage PBS, BBC and HBO images of migration The Age
of Stupid and climate change politics. The authors are experienced in writing, researching and teaching across different levels of
undergraduate study, with an awareness of the needs of students. The book is specially designed to be easy and stimulating to
use, with: a Companion Website with popular chapters from previous editions, extra case studies and further resources for
teaching and learning, at: www.mediastudentsbook.com margin terms, definitions, photos, references (and even jokes), allied to a
comprehensive glossary follow-up activities in ‘Explore’ boxes suggestions for further reading and online research references and
examples from a rich range of media and media forms, including advertising, cinema, games, the internet, magazines,
newspapers, photography, radio, and television.
The three-volume Encyclopedia of Consumer Culture covers consuming societies around the world, from the Age of
Enlightenment to the present, and shows how consumption has become intrinsic to the world's social, economic, political, and
cultural landscapes. Offering an invaluable interdisciplinary approach, this reference work is a useful resource for researchers in
sociology, political science, consumer science, global studies, comparative studies, business and management, human
geography, economics, history, anthropology, and psychology. The first encyclopedia to outline the parameters of consumer
culture, the Encyclopedia provides a critical, scholarly resource on consumption and consumerism over time. Key topics: Theories
and concepts Socio-economic change Socio-demographic change Identity and social differentiation Media Style and taste Mass
consumptions Ethical Consumption Civil society Environment Domestic consumption Leisure Technology Work Production
Markets Institutions Welfare Urban life
This Handbook of Visual Communication explores the key theoretical areas in visual communication, and presents the research
methods utilized in exploring how people see and how visual communication occurs. With chapters contributed by many of the
best-known and respected scholars in visual communication, this volume brings together significant and influential work in the
visual communication discipline. The theory chapters included here define the twelve major theories in visual communication
scholarship: aesthetics, perception, representation, visual rhetoric, cognition, semiotics, reception theory, narrative, media
aesthetics, ethics, visual literacy, and cultural studies. Each of these theory chapters is followed by exemplar studies in the area,
demonstrating the various methods used in visual communication research as well as the research approaches applicable for
specific media types. The Handbook serves as an invaluable reference for visual communication theory as well as a useful
resource book of research methods in the discipline. It defines the current state of theory and research in visual communication,
and serves as a foundation for future scholarship and study. As such, it is required reading for scholars, researchers, and
advanced students in visual communication, and it will be influential in other disciplines in which the visual component is key,
including advertising, persuasion, and media studies. The volume will also be useful to practitioners seeking to understand the
visual aspects of their media and the visual processes used by their audiences.
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Media Reception Studies broadly surveys the past century of scholarship on the ways in which audiences make meaning out of
mass media. It synthesizes in plain language social scientific, linguistic, and cultural studies approaches to film and television as
communication media. Janet Staiger traverses a broad terrain, covering the Chicago School, early psychological approaches,
Soviet theory, the Frankfurt School, mass communication research and critical theory, linguistics and semiotic theory, socialpsychoanalytical research, cognitive psychology, and cultural studies. She offers these theories as a set of tools for understanding
the complex relationships between films and their audiences, TV shows and their viewers. She explains such questions as the
behavior of fans; the implications of gender, sexuality, and race/ethnicity with regard to the media; the effect of violence, horror,
and sexually explicit images on viewers; and the place of memory in spectatorship. Providing an organized and lucid introduction
to a staggering amount of work, Media Reception Studies is an indispensable resource for anyone interested in understanding the
effects of mass media.
This book approaches the topic of argumentation from the perspective of audiences, rather than the perspective of arguers or
arguments.
This authoritative and up-to-date A-Z covers all aspects of interpersonal, mass, and networked communication, including digital
and mobile media, advertising, journalism, and nonverbal communication. This new edition is particularly focused on expanding
coverage of social media terms, to reflect its increasing prominence to media and communication studies as a whole. More than
2,000 entries have been revised, and over 500 new terms have been added to reflect current theoretical terminology, including
concepts such as artificial intelligence, cisgender, fake news, hive mind, use theory, and wikiality. The dictionary also bridges the
gap between theory and practice, and contains many technical terms that are relevant to the communication industry, including
dialogue editing, news aggregator, and primary colour correction. The text is complemented by biographical notes and extensively
cross-referenced, while web links supplement the entries. It is an indispensable guide for undergraduate students of media and
communication studies, and also for those taking related subjects such as television studies, video production, communication
design, visual communication, marketing communications, semiotics, and cultural studies.
Theatre AudiencesRoutledge
This handbook offers a comprehensive overview of the complexity and diversity of audience studies in the advent of digital media. Details the
study of audiences and how it is changing in relation to digital media Recognizes and appreciates valuable traditional approaches and
identifies how they can be applied to, and evolve with, the changing media world Offers diverse perspectives from which being an audience,
theorizing audiences, researching audiences, and doing audience research are approached today Argues that the field works best by
identifying particular 'audience problems' and applying the best theories and research methods available to solving them Includes
contributions from some of the most outstanding international scholars in the field
With a focus on the canonical institutions of Shakespeare and Chekhov, John Tulloch brings together for the first time new concepts of “the
theatrical event” with live audience analysis. Using mainstream theatre productions from across the globe that were highly successful
according to both critics and audiences, this book of case studies—ethnographies of production and reception—offers a combined cultural and
media studies approach to analyzing theatre history, production, and audience. Tulloch positions these concepts and methodologies within a
broader current theatrical debate between postmodernity and risk modernity. He also describes the continuing history of Shakespeare and
Chekhov as a series of stories “currently and locally told” in the context of a blurring of academic genres that frames the two writers. Drawn
from research conducted over nearly a decade in Australia, Britain, and the U.S., Shakespeare and Chekhov in Production and Reception will
be of interest to students and scholars of theatre studies, media studies, and audience research.
The so-called travels of Sir John Mandeville to the Holy Land, India and Cathay were immensely popular throughout Europe during the late
medieval period and were translated into nine different languages. This is a detailed study of the audiences of Mandeville's Book, with
particular emphasis on its reception in England and France from the time the Book appeared in the 1350s to the mid-16th century. The
multiple ways in which audiences interpreted the work, depending on wider social and cultural contexts, are analysed thematically, under the
headings of pilgrimage, geography, romance, history and theology, and contrasted with what can be learned of the author's intentions. The
book is well-illustrated with images taken from both manuscript and early printed editions: in her study of these and the marginal notes,
Rosemary Tzanaki shows their importance for seeing what readers found of interest. Her analysis makes a significant contribution to our
understanding of how people in medieval Europe perceived the outside world.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The coming of age of audiovisual translation studies has brought about a much-needed surge of studies focusing on the audience, their
comprehension, appreciation or rejection of what reaches them through the medium of translation. Although complex to perform, studies on
the reception of translated audiovisual texts offer a uniquely thorough picture of the life and afterlife of these texts. This volume provides a
detailed and comprehensive overview of reception studies related to audiovisual translation and accessibility, from a diachronic and
synchronic perspective. Focusing on all audiovisual translation techniques and encompassing theoretical and methodological approaches
from translation, media and film studies, it aims to become a reference for students and scholars across these fields.
The second volume of a two-part, outcomes-based series in media studies. It includes theoretical approaches as well as a production section
that focuses on basic techniques.
This book makes an important return to reception studies at an exciting juncture of media distribution and modes of consumption. The
editors’ introduction contextualizes this new work within a long history of feminist approaches to audience research, and argues that new
media forms require new methods of research that remain invested in questions of gender, sexuality, and power. The contributions are rooted
in the dynamics of everyday life and present innovative approaches to media and audiences. These include investigating online contexts,
transnational flows of media images, and new possibilities of self-representation and distribution. Collectively, this work provides a robust
theoretical and methodological framework for understanding media reception from a feminist communication and media studies perspective.
The scholars included are in the vanguard of contemporary thinking about media audiences and users of technology in what some call the
‘post-audience’ age. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of Feminist Media Studies.
Marilyn Monroe, Vincent van Gogh or the victims of rendition flights – the number and variety of historical and contemporary figures
represented on British stages is amazing. This book develops a new theoretical framework for the representation of real life figures on stage
and examines different ways in which they can be included in performances.
Pertti Alasuutari provides a state-of-the-art summary of the field of audience research. With contributions from Ann Gray, Joke Hermes, John
Tulloch and David Morley, a case is presented for a new agenda to account for the role of the media in everyday life.
This text explores the intersection between research in political economy and reception analysis - the interaction between media production
and audience reception/consumption. Questions asked include: what role does textual analysis play in the study of production contexts and
audiences' reception?
The history of audience research tells us that the relationship between the media and viewers, readers and listeners is complex and requires
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multiple methods of analysis. In Understanding Audiences, Andy Ruddock introduces students to the range of quantitative and qualitative
methods and invites his readers to consider the merits of both. Understanding Audiences: demonstrates how - practically - to investigate
media power; places audience research - from early mass communication models to cultural studies approaches - in their historical and
epistemological context; explores the relationship between theory and method; concludes with a consideration of the long-running debate on
media effects; includes exercises which invite readers to engage with the practical difficulties of conducting social research.
Brings together essays on direct audience participation in the work of fourteen widely varied theatrical and dance artists, covering
performance genres of the past and present, popular entertainment and high art.
Bringing together a range of core texts into one volume, thisacclaimed anthology offers the definitive resource in culture,media, and
communication. A fully revised new edition of the bestselling anthology inthis dynamic and multidisciplinary field New contributions include
essays from Althusser through toHenry Jenkins, and a completely new section on Globalization andSocial Movements Retains important
emphasis on the giant thinkers and“makers” of the field: Gramsci on hegemony; Althusseron ideology; Horkheimer and Adorno on the
culture industry; RaymondWilliams on Marxist cultural theory; Habermas on the public sphere;McLuhan on media; Chomsky on propaganda;
hooks and Mulvey on thesubjects of visual pleasure and oppositional gazes Features a substantial critical introduction, short
sectionintroductions and full bibliographic citations
Without readers and audiences, viewers and consumers, the postcolonial would be literally unthinkable. And yet, postcolonial critics have
historically neglected the modes of reception and consumption that make up the politics, and pleasures of meaning-making during and after
empire. Thus, while recent criticism and theory has made large claims for reading; as an ethical act; as a means of establishing collective,
quasi-political consciousness; as identification with difference; as a mode of resistance; and as an impulsion to the public imagination, the
reader in postcolonial literary studies persists as a shadowy figure. This collection answers the now pressing need for a distinctively
postcolonial take on the rapidly expanding area of reader and reception studies. Written by some of the top scholars in the field, these essays
reveal readers and reception to be varied and profoundly unstable subjects that challenge many of our assumptions and preconceptions of
the postcolonial – from the notion of reading as national fellowship to the demands of an ethics of reading.
Despite a number of retrospective works on cultural studies, to date no other book dedicates itself to the historical and theoretical
examination of British cultural studies' engagement with the »active audience theory« of the Birmingham School and its legacies. However,
this book is no mere reconstruction of active audience theory as Huimin Jin develops new theoretical insights initially through a critical review
of Stuart Hall's classical model of »encoding/decoding« and close readings of David Morley's groundbreaking ethnographic audience studies.
Questioning the discourse model of the active audience proposed by Hall and Morley, Jin elaborates a new materialistic concept of audiences
for the twenty-first century.
This revised edition of a now classic text includes a new introduction by Henry Jenkins, explaining ‘Why Fiske Still Matters’ for today’s
students, followed by a discussion between former Fiske students Ron Becker, Aniko Bodroghkozy, Steve Classen, Elana Levine, Jason
Mittell, Greg Smith and Pam Wilson on ‘John Fiske and Television Culture’. Both underline the continuing relevance of this foundational text
in the study of contemporary media and popular culture. Television is unique in its ability to produce so much pleasure and so many
meanings for such a wide variety of people. In this book, John Fiske looks at television’s role as an agent of popular culture, and goes on to
consider the relationship between this cultural dimension and television’s status as a commodity of the cultural industries that are deeply
inscribed with capitalism. He makes use of detailed textual analysis and audience studies to show how television is absorbed into social
experience, and thus made into popular culture. Audiences, Fiske argues, are productive, discriminating, and televisually literate. Television
Culture provides a comprehensive introduction for students to an integral topic on all communication and media studies courses.

Denis McQuail provides a coherent and succinct account of the concept of "media audience" in terms of its history and its place in
present-day media theory and research. McQuail describes and explains the main types of audience and the main traditions and
fields of audience research. Audience Analysis explains the contrast between social scientific and humanistic approaches and
gives due weight to the view "from the audience" as well as the view "from the media." McQuail summarizes key research findings
and assesses the impact of new media developments, especially transnationalization and new interactive technology. The book
concludes with an evaluation of the continued relevance of the audience concept under conditions of rapid m
This book moves beyond the narrow focus of much of the work on media and cultural studies to examine the whole process of
interaction between the media and the social world. Rejecting approaches which focus only on ownership or discourse or audience
reception, this new book from the Glasgow Media Group, examines: promotional strategies; media production; representation and
audience responses; as well as broader impacts on policy, culture and society. Using a detailed analysis of the struggle over
representation during the AIDS crisis as point of departure, The Circuit of Mass Communication reveals the power of the media to
influence public opinion, and the complex interaction between media coverage, audience response and contemporary power
relations. Based on extensive empirical research, this book offers a range of challenging insights on media power, active
audiences and moral panics.
This book examines the reception of rhetoric and the rhetoric of reception. By considering salient rhetorical traits of rhetorical
utterances and texts seen in context, and relating this to different kinds of reception and/or audience use and negotiation, the
authors explore the connections between rhetoric and reception. In our time, new media and new forms of communication make it
harder to distinguish between speaker and audience. The active involvement of users and audiences is more important than ever
before. This project is based on the premise that rhetorical research should reconsider the understanding, conceptualization and
examination of the rhetorical audience. From mostly understanding audiences as theoretical constructions that are examined
textually and speculatively, the contributors give more attention to empirical explorations of actual audiences and users. The book
will provide readers with new knowledge on the workings of rhetoric as well as illustrative and guiding examples of new methods of
rhetorical studies.
Susan Bennett's highly successful Theatre Audiences is a unique full-length study of the audience as cultural phenomenon, which
looks at both theories of spectatorship and the practice of different theatres and their audiences. Published here in a brand new
updated edition, Theatre Audiences now includes: `nBL a new preface by the author • a stunning extra chapter on intercultural
theatre • a revised up-to-date bibliography Theatre Audiences is a must-buy for teachers and students interested in spectatorship
and theatre audiences, and will be valuable reading for practitioners and others involved in the theatre.
First Published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Film and television have never been more prevalent or watched than they are now, yet we still have little understanding of how
people process and make use of what they see. And though we acknowledge the enormous role the media plays in our culture, we
have only a vague sense of how it actually influences our attitudes and desires. In Perverse Spectators, Janet Staiger argues that
studying the interpretive methods of spectators within their historical contexts is both possible and necessary to understand the
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role media plays in culture and in our personal lives. This analytical approach is applied to topics such as depictions of violence,
the role of ratings codes, the horror and suspense genre, historical accuracy in film, and sexual identities, and then demonstrated
through works like JFK, The Silence of the Lambs, The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, Psycho, and A Clockwork Orange. Each
chapter shows a different approach to reconstructing audience responses to films, consistently and ingeniously finding traces of
what would otherwise appear to be unrecoverable information. Using vivid examples, charting key concepts, and offering useful
syntheses of long-standing debates, Perverse Spectators constitutes a compelling case for a reconsideration of the assumptions
about film reception which underlie contemporary scholarship in media studies. Taking on widely influential theories and scholars,
Perverse Spectators is certain to spark controversy and help redefine the study of film as it enters the new millennium.
Early modern audiences, readerships, and viewerships were not homogenous. Differences in status, education, language, wealth,
and experience (to name only a few variables) could influence how a group of people, or a particular person, received and made
sense of sermons, public proclamations, dramatic and musical performances, images, objects, and spaces. The ways in which
each of these were framed and executed could have a serious impact on their relevance and effectiveness. The chapters in this
volume explore the ways in which authors, poets, artists, preachers, theologians, playwrights, and performers took account of and
encoded pluriform potential audiences, readers, and viewers in their works, and how these varied parties encountered and
responded to these works. The contributors here investigate these complex interactions through a variety of critical and
methodological lenses.
In an interactive and densely connected world, transnational communication has become a central feature of everyday life. Taking
account of a variety of media formats and different regions of the world, Adrian Athique provides a much-needed critical
exploration of conceptual approaches to media reception on a global scale. Engaging both the historical foundations and
contemporary concerns of audience research, Athique prompts us to reconsider our contemporary media experience within a
transnational frame. In the process, he provides valuable insights on culture and belonging, power and imagination. Beautifully
written and strongly argued, Transnational Audiences: Media Reception on a Global Scale will be essential reading for students
and teachers of global media, culture and communications.
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